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1950’s: Polyani’s post WW-2 Great 

Transitions and its unravelling…

 Karl Polyani’s the ‘Great Transitions’ – post WW2

 Term used to describe the post reconstruction Keynesian period of 

Europe, Japan and the US  Fordism’ that  led to social expansion of:

 ‘Baby Boom’ middle class ;

 Urbanisation & surburbia;

 Highways and byways and Industrial zones;

 Military-Industrial Complex drove innovation…(closed model)

 Industrial production units of multinational corporations (i.e. 

Fordism), 



Industrial Economy = stable, predictable and boring…



1970’s:  Daniel Bell’s Post Industrial 

Society 

 Classic book  Postindustrial society unpacked the   transition to 

industrial society. A key academic primer - setting the scene for 

understanding mega shifts in techno-industrial waves: 

 Workplace organisation ( Harvard school, etc) 

 Work organization = stable labour relations & organised  unionism;

 Just in Time (JIT) manufacturing and Kaizen flexible production;

 Low wage East Asian Tigers (Malaysia, South Korea, etc.) 

 Consumerisation of consumer electronics (‘ Sony Walkman, etc) 



1990’s: Castell’s Networked Society

 The 1990’s had seen the most intensive modes of  technocentic driven 
globalisation in history - driven by Information and Communication 
Technologies, (ICT), software development,

 Convergence of telecoms, media and ICT’s mobile revolution

 UN World Summit on Information Society (WSIS) 

 Rise in Open Source Software (FOSS) and Open Content 

 Mass miniaturisation of consumer goods ( from i-pods, mobile)

 WTO and WIPO  Deregulation and Liberalisation; 

 Outsourcing as a Corporate strategy and cost saver…

 Social Media and Web 2.0 



4th Industrial revolution 

The World Economic Forum (WEF) 2016 recent theme with 

regards to the 4th industrial revolution is pertinent. New 

generation jobs in are high tech sectors such as robotics, big 

data and artificial intelligence (AI) are growth jobs of the 

future;

 Rise of  Microwork;

 Labour Disruption and Disarticulation; 

 App Economy /UBER, AirBnB

 Weak Union Organisation & Outsourcing



Structural drivers of Industrial policy in era 

of technological revolution (Andreoni,et al)
What has changed 

• The Great Convergence: Restructuring of global production systems, as well as changes 

in global trade patterns

• The Global Competition: New (and old) industrialisation challenges for middle income 

economies

• The Structural Drivers: Underlying technological and organisational transformations as 

well as industrial mutation

How economies have been responding to (and triggering) some of these changes?

 What industrial policies – instruments – have been adopted?

 How they have been adopted and why the same instruments have been more or less 

effective in different political economy contexts?

Implications for industrial policy in South Africa
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What has changed?
The Upper Middle-Income Competition 1995-2011
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Source: Andreoni and Tregenna, 2018 based on TiVA

South Africa in the Upper-

Middle Countries context: 

WMVA remains under 0.5%



What has changed?
Structural drivers: Technology/Organisation/Mutation

1. The most innovative economies are those endowed with 
manufacturing scaling-up competencies (PIE-MIT)

2. Innovations are enabled by technology platforms (such as 
nanotechnology, micro- and nanoelectronics including semiconductors, 
advanced materials, biotechnology and photonics, mechatronics 
application for automation and robotics)

3. Cross sectoral innovations: applications of similar technical 
innovative solutions across and within sectors

4. Industry 4.0 is widely considered to be a promising leapfrogging 
opportunity for developing countries and a must for escaping middle-
income trap, although challenges: preconditions (e.g. digital without 
production hardware), skillset, scalability and uncertainty
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Source: Andreoni and Chang, 2016; Andreoni and Tregenna, 2018



What has changed?
Structural drivers: Technology/Organisation/Mutation
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Source: Andreoni, 2018 (forthcoming) in Stiglitz and Noman, eds., Quality of Growth in 

Africa

Regional and Global 

Value Chains

Modern manufacturing 

companies orchestrate 

production processes 

through complex 

producer networks 

spanning across 

countries, as well as 

different industrial 

sectors. 



Scenario A ‘ Climbing up the Global Value 

Chain (GVC) ladder’  

 SA leverages   BRICS and G-77 for better trade/market access 
and tech transfer ( Endogenous)

 Access to technology development platforms and capacity 
building for MVA growth

 Open hardware and software access in selected sectors and 
tech;

 Smart Manufacturing Hubs ( e- cars, smartphones, Agri tech 
etc

 Co-development of new products/services in 4 IR  - Endogenous 
path ‘ 

 Better terms at   WIPO and TRIMS agreements re  IPR  
flexibilities; 

 ICT4D and Broadband models for developing nations 



Scenario B ‘ Africa - Tech dumping ground 

and Stagnation’ 

 Continuation of the decades old  IFI/World Bank 
Donor Dependency model 

 Donor aid linked to market access; 

 Technical support and consultants open markets for 
OEM vendors; 

 Africa dependent on OEM technology at market rates 
and tech support from 

 Dependenica theory and subordination in global 
value chains;



Micro-Consumerism and i- economy

http://images.huffingtonpost.com/2015-08-31-1441039206-2255453-spaceshipe1435451578260.jpg


The  4th Industrial revolution, WEF and rise 

of robotics….

 Big Data & Analytics: Big data and the collation, use, analysis of 

information for decision making The proliferation of mobile devices, 

online sensors and other means of collecting information digitally has 

made it possible to obtain detailed, accurate and real-time data;

 Uber App economy: Digital platforms, including sharing-economy apps 

such as Uber and supply-and demand matching services such as 

Airbnb, allow for instant interaction, information exchange 

 UBER available in a whopping 66 countries and 507 cities across the 

globe;

 Valuation = $ 69 billion ( owns no assets, nor any workers on its 

balance sheet….)



UBER – Dark side of the app Economy…

 Uber banned in Berlin, Paris and many cities

 UK:  According to Citizens Advise, it is suggested that up to 460 000 national 

workers could falsely be classified as self employed, resulting in a stupendous 

cost of 314m per annum in tax loss and employer insurance policies;

 London Employment Board  stated that he would often make just 5 an hour –

this being lower than standard rate of 7.20 that employers are usually obliged 

to pay workers over the age of 25; 

 Dark side of the App economy becomes ever more  apparent as the 

Shumpeterain dynamism- which sucks up local capital and labour in a 21st

century virtual economy,  of   clashes with the real economy of worker rights, 

social wages and the need for health, pension and other benefits in our own 

quest for equity , social justice



Amazon- Robotics & Inequality

 Amazon founder and owner Jeff Bezos wealth has 

skyrocketed to $ 105 billion; 

 Bezos  wealthiest person on the planet is the poster child 

of the super billionaire club, largely on the back of 

robotics  displacing shopfloor workers.  But while 

 Amazon is raking in billions in net profits,  it still plays the 

game of extracting further rents from the US government 

through ingenious   tax breaks in the process  - while  

many of its employees are on food stamps, aptly captures 

the great Silicon Valley divide. 

 Rise of the vulnerable precariat 



WEF/Davos  4th Industrial Revolution 

capitalist discourse 

 Building on the German government’s “Industry 4.0,” the current 

national strategy for “smart” factories integrating physical 

manufacturing with the Internet of Things, 

 Schwab and the WEF argue that the coming years—likely littered with 

3-D printers will mark the beginning of a revolution unlike any we 

have ever experienced, unique for its scale, scope, and complexity; 

 They cite the convergence of multiple sectors of technology and 

industry (artificial intelligence, nanotechnology, autonomous vehicles, 

to name a scant few) as evidence that humans are entering a new era 

of profound, exponentially increasing possibility and risk.

http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/manufacturing/manufacturings_next_act


Critiques of 4IR vis a vis Nanotechnolgy

 Even exponential growth rates, often cited as the defining feature of this so-

called fourth Industrial Revolution, are nothing special—they occur any time a 

system grows at a constantly fractional rate. 

 The simple fact that things will fundamentally change at a nonlinear rate 

doesn’t differentiate this next progression in our technological evolution; 

 The White House even hailed nanotechnology as the harbinger of “the next 

Industrial Revolution,” so the WEF is at least in good company. This phrase, 

then, seems to be little more than a refrain of 20th-and 21st-century 

innovation.

 Each time, the framing of “the next best thing” in technological 

development as a “fourth Industrial Revolution” has failed to garner any sort 

of economic, social, or political capital, despite continued attempts to make 

it fit that mold.



Technology & Inequality 

 Economists Erik Brynjolfsson of MIT and Andrew McAfee have 

pointed out, the revolution could yield greater inequality; 

 Technology is therefore one of the main reasons why incomes 

have stagnated, or even decreased, for a majority of the 

population in high-income countries: the demand for highly 

skilled workers has increased while the demand for workers 

with less education and lower skills has decreased. 

 The latest $ 2.7 billion fine of Google by the EU competition 

commissioner and the City of Londons latest formal ruling by 

its Transport and Employment departments have put the mega 

Platform and app economy on the backfoot – with increased 

critical dialogue on its existing business models. 



Social Construction of Imported 

Technology (SCOT) approach

 Can imported technologies be socially 

constructed ? ( Choi, H, et al) 

 Focus on technology path- journey and how 

they are shaped social milieu forces;

 Located in Science and Tech Studies ( STS 

)domain



Schumpeters ’ disruptive technology 

curve approach 

 At the extreme, radical innovations can lead to what Joseph 

Schumpeter called “technological revolutions,” consisting of a cluster 

of innovations that together may have a far-reaching impact in a 

whole range of industries or the economy as a whole. 

 These technologies are also sometimes called “general purpose 

technologies” of which the Internet and social media are ‘ everyday 

utilities’ These seemingly different phenomena—the degradation of 

the environment and the degradation of work—share a common root 

in the logic of capital accumulation. 

 Need for Social regulation of General Purpose Technologies and 

Data ( i.e. EU model ) 



3D  Revolution & Microwork

 The 3D maker movement is a social movement with an artisan spirit in 

which the methods of digital fabrication —previously the exclusive 

domain of institutions—have become accessible at a personal scale, 

following a logical and economic progression similar to the transition 

from minicomputers to personal computers in the microcomputer 

revolution

 Dweck’s (2000) theory of a ‘growth mindset’ that views learning and 

intelligence as not predetermined, but rather as talents and abilities 

that are developed through design innovation at local sites ( colleges, 

shopfloor and home industries)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artisan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_modeling_and_fabrication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microcomputer_revolution


Global Economic and technology 

governance 

WTO • Trade and Investment rules 

•

WEF • Industry 4.0 and 4th industrial revolution discourse

•

WIPO • TRIPS and TRIMS agreement remain intact 

• South Centre proposed alternative – developmental  IPR 

system

ITU • New IOT standards and Green IT developments, 

• Standards of the Future industries 

BRICS within mainstream   Global tech development and economics



South Africa a Net Importer of tech IP 

 South Africa backtracking on Open Source Software policy FOSS  
and open innovation development, 

 SASSA   CPS-Net 1 grant scandal points to lack of ICT system 
capacity within state for basic transaction function;

 Highest data costs in Africa- ‘ Regulatory capture’ 

 Microsoft 

 Desktop licensing in all government dept and schools

 SAP 

 R 4.2 billion for IFMS system at Treasury 

 Eskom and Transnet R 2 billion contract etc



Blockchain and policy development

 New cryptocurrency & new  ledger system

 Impact on Banking sector and jobs in middle 

management level;

 Stakeholder workshop at  NEDLAC

DTI , Treasury,   EDD  

SARS  and SARB

Organised Labour and BASA, etc



Microwork, and Workspaces and Disruptive innovation 

http://images.huffingtonpost.com/2015-08-09-1439130137-8473476-inventionlab2.jpg


Section B:  Research agenda social 

impact and the 4IR

 Resarch to support Organised Labour and Microworkers ( self organized) 

need a new ‘social pact’ rooted in social equity, fair wages and social 

protection

 Aligned to ILO charter on Labour Standards;

 Regulators need to be ‘ fit for purpose’ in the tech economy

 Case 1:  Organising of Uber Workers 

 Which federation/union ?

 Stakeholder engagement (Dept. of Transport, City of Joburg, 

 Developing a charter on ‘ Digital workers in the App economy’

 Metered  Taxi Operators fallout etc


